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S.A.F.E. EMDR 
SOMATIC AND ATTACHMENT FOCUSED EMDR

DEBORAH KENNARD, FOUNDER AND TRAINER

Agenda

u Experiments/ Somatic Cognitive Interweaves

u Somatic Process ing Birth Experience

u Working with couples

u Mindfulness/ Ways to increase awareness

Mindfulness for Therapist

u Experience

u Presence matters

u Modeling awareness

u Noticing the present moment for clients

u Noticing more than the s tory

u This  is  needed for attunement

u This  activates  the right brain to right brain communication

Options for increasing mindfulness

u Authentic relating
u Meditation of various types
u Dance
u Centering Prayer
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Experiment/ Cognitive Interweave Experiments

u “Therapy is  firs t about discovering. It’s  about who you are and about what 
your deepest emotional attitudes are… That’s  the flavor of psychotherapy, 
discovering yourself, discovering your real attitudes toward the most 
important pieces of your life.”

u Experiment evoke the unconscious to become conscious.  

Birth Processing

u Because it shows up.
u If the story activates the affect you can use the 

story.

Birth Processing Phase 3 beginning 4
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Phase 3

u Identifying the need for early trauma processing
u The experience shows up
u Becoming curious about it
u Allowing the story to activate the memory
u The limbic lightbulb!  

Working with somatic 

u Completing the incomplete action
u Allowing the body to move
u Letting go of the story
u Uncoupling the fear
u Making the decision between completing the 

incomplete action and releasing excess arousal

Tracking 

u Awareness  of the client’s  experience

u Noticing shaking, trembling

u Movements

u Intonation

Birth Processing part 2
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Choices

u Tingling could indicate incomplete action
u Bringing curiosity about what happening and how it 

may have happened at the time.  

Birth Processing Part 3

Experiments

u Probes
u Notice what happens when I say… “Carina, you’re 

okay”. 
u Notice what happens when I say… “You don’t have 

to work so hard”.  
u Notice what happens when I say.. “You are good 

enough.” 

Magical Stranger (Hakomi, Kurtz)

u “I don’t know why your parent’s weren’t there 
for you, but I know for sure that all babies need 
someone to hold them and love them.”

u “I don’t know why your parents didn’t protect 
you, but I believe you deserve to be 
protected.” 
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If that… could speak

u If that tension had words, what would it be 
saying.

u If  that sadness could speak in words, what 
would it say?

Memories and Lies 

Memories and Lies

u EMDR based on Earlier Experiences are the bas is  of both dysfunction and 
health.

u The traumatic experiences that create patterns  or become stuck due to 
big T trauma become the way we view the world.. Perceptions, Attitudes, 
Beliefs

u When something happens that is  s imilar our reaction is  actually a memory 
being activated.

u The limiting belief we have about ourselves is  a “lie”, the conclus ion we 
drew about ourself or the world. 

Working with Couples
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Phase 1 & 2

u The first history is of the Answer.
u Safety is first. 
u Safety in the relationship and in the therapy relationship.
u Understanding what it is like to be the each person.
u Resources/ Together and as needed
u Treatment Planning 

What is it like to be…

u Part of Phase 1 & 2- .  

u Therapis t understanding what it is  like to see the world through the 
couple’s  eyes- individually and as a pattern. 

u Doing this  without judgement in an open curious  way. 

u If there is  judgement there cannot be compass ion.  

u What are the s trengths?  What is  over/under developed

u This  might sound like…”So it sounds like you are really good at…”

u What are the likely blocks  and what needs to be developed?  

u Helping to create a pos itive future.. “Would you like it if…”

Observing the patterns

u How do the answer’s fit together.
u Trauma responses- Hypo and Hyper arousal in 

couples
u Feeding the answer

Questions for the Answer

u How is  that helpful now?

u When did you learn how to do that so well?

u What was it an answer to?

u Is  there ever a time it now gets  in the way? 

u Is  the answer an is sue in the relationship?

u How was the partner’s  answer once appealing?

u How is  it now frustrating? 
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5 C’s with Couples

u Catching it.  Seeing it happen many times.  Noticing it as a pattern. 
u Curiousity.  Become cur ious about it. I wonder if that has been 

helpful.

u Collaborating/Celebrating.  Joining and understanding.  “Of 
course….

u Contacting … So it seems like this was helpful

u Connecting it to the past/present- How it has been helpful and any 
way it gets in the way now. 

Repair/Missing experience

u What is the needed experience
u Creating the experience in various stages of the process
u Cognitive interweaves of repair
u Across the 3 prongs
u Integration and repair

Attunement

u To bring into a harmonious or respons ive relationship

u Right brain Nonverbal attachment

u Implic it, affective interactions

u Regulatory function of attunement

u Is  the way infants  nervous system is  regulated.

u This  is  not just in terms of feelings but noticing what is  happening with client

u This  attunement is  modeling for the couple

Finding Targets 

u Usually about other person- what activates  them now.

u Can be a way of understanding the root brings compass ion

u Process ing decis ion together or individual or referring out.
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Questions

u What do you want more of?
u Case questions?
u What is your biggest frustration using EMDR?


